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**About**

The *Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada* publishes original articles and notes in the field of bibliography and/or the history of the book, a field encompassing not only printed works but also studies on authorship, digital humanities, copyright, reading, textual studies, etc.

Learn more about *Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada*.
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William Caxton (c. 1422 – c. 1491) was an English merchant, diplomat, and writer. He is thought to be the first person to introduce a printing press into England, in 1476, and as a printer was the first English retailer of printed books. Neither his parentage nor date of birth is known for certain, but he may have been born between 1415 and 1424, perhaps in the Weald or woodland of Kent, perhaps in Hadlow or Tenterden. In 1438 he was apprenticed to Robert Large, a wealthy London silk mercer.